**Opening the Stroller • Abrir el cochecito • Pour ouvrir la poussette**

1. Pull up on the handle and unfold the stroller.
   Pull up on the handle and unfold the stroller.
   Pull up on the handle and unfold the stroller.

2. Guide the locks together on each side of the stroller. It may be necessary to push the lever over the button to secure it.
   Guide the locks together on each side of the stroller. It may be necessary to push the lever over the button to secure it.
   Guide the locks together on each side of the stroller. It may be necessary to push the lever over the button to secure it.

**Assembling the wheels • Montar las ruedas • Pour assembler les roues**

**Collapsing the Stroller • Doblar el cochecito • Pour replier la poussette**

1. Press the release button on the frame locks and pull up the levers on each side of the stroller.
   Press the release button on the frame locks and pull up the levers on each side of the stroller.
   Press the release button on the frame locks and pull up the levers on each side of the stroller.

2. Allow the stroller to fold down slowly into the collapsed position.
   El cochecito se plegará lentamente a la posición doblada.
   Laisser la poussette se replier lentement.